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Why beehive air and beehive products?

 It is known that beekeepers have a long life due to the usually higher consumption of 

bee products, the environment AND breathing the beehive air

 It is scientifically proven that bee products consumed by beekeepers support their 

longevity: 



What is beehive air?
 Beehive air is a combination of air + volatile substances from all bee products: 

propolis, wax, pollen, bee bread, royal jelly, honey, bee venom but also queen, bee 

and drones' larvae. All come with a supply of precious volatile substances, including 

beehive specific pheromones which support the health benefits of beehive air. 



Beehive air circulation

 Bee wings ventilation, to get fresh air from environment, to decrease the

humidity from the air in order to maturate the honey through nectar drying

 Passive ascension due to its heat

 Absorbtion by human made ventilators with pollen filters

 Transfer of beehive air through tubes to the breathing

mask



 Passive ascension due to its natural heat



House with beehives air, Romania
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Beeswax covering the frames and the comb









Picking transfer of bee larvae for queen breeding











Propolis inhalation reduce allergic airway 

inflammation 



What is beehives air and house with beehives air?

 Beehives air can be obtained by placing a device on the hive cover, which causes air to be 

extracted from the hive (which contains volatile substances) if the hive is with a lot of very 

young bees and very well developed or by placing a bed as a cover over several hives. The 

bed provided with holes that allow the air of the hive to enter in the room. These hives are 

sheltered by a natural wooden house. The hives being embedded in the wall of the house, with 

the possibility of visiting both side: inside and outside. (beehouse of Tanase Liviu Mitica, Braila

county, Romania)

Romania



Device to extract beehives air



Device to extract beehives air, Germania



Device to extract beehives air, Romania



Device to extract beehives air, Germany

Gerhard Goldsche



Device to extract beehives air, Germany



Device to extract beehives air, Germany



Device to extract beehives air, Romania

System of Martinescu Adrian



Device to extract beehives air, Slovenia



House with beehives air, Romania

Romania



Device to extract beehives air, România



House with beehives air, Romania



From beehive air to, propolair, Romania



CasaBIO Api-Air House, Romania



Beehives house with beehives air, Romania



Beehives house with beehives air, Slovenia



Beehives house with beehives air, Slovenia



Beehives house with beehives air, Slovenia



Beehives house with beehives air, Slovenia



Beehives house with beehives air, Slovenia



Beehives house with beehives air, Slovenia



Beehives house with beehives air, Kiew



Beehives house with beehives air, Rusia



Beehives house with beehives air, Slovacia



Beehives house and other points of attraction and information in Slovakia



Beehives house with beehives air, Polonia



Beehives house with beehives air, Polonia



Beehives house with beehives air, Poland



Beehives house with beehives air, Poland



Beehives house with beehives air, România





Beehives air for horses- increases endurance and lung capacity

„Today, the growing number of pathogens, 

which are becoming increasingly 

insensitive to common antibiotics, is one of 

the biggest challenges facing the medical 

system against infections, "says Dr. 

Friedrich Hainbuch. - hobby beekeeper 

and reinventive rider is the author of the 

book "Pharmacy of bees for horses".

Research for about 20 years has shown 

that bee products can be used to fight 

dangerous germs and the dreaded chronic 

diseases they cause. "Even when side 

effects are attenuated by drugs in 

allopathic medicine, sometimes better 

results are sometimes obtained than would 

be possible with pharmaceuticals," says 

our



Important aspects in the construction for beehives house with beehives air

 In a natural wooden house we place the hives with the warp in the wall of 

the house, but with the possibility to slide on a rail the exit of the hives 

outside, so that the intervention in the hives is done from the outside, so we 

avoid disorienting the bees (to knock on the windows) , or stay inside the 

house

 The house should have at least 4 hives provided with beehives air or a bed 

placed as a housing over the hives at a distance of 20 cm with the possibility 

of folding

 The hives in the house should be with a lot of young brood, propolis, but 

also all bee products inside.

 Volatile substances produced by bees in the family, for example specific to 

the queen for her recognition, family cohesion and communication between 

bees are very important in beehives air therapy.

 In the beehives house you can keep the wax, or the combs that you 

permanently change (or freeze them before storing them).

 Glass observation hive - for viewing the life of the hive is fascinating peoples

 All these miracles of nature can be used successfully in 

maintaining or health. 



THE BEEHIVES HOUSE – ADVANTAGES
ADVANTAGES:

 Posibility of attraction for the direct sale of the beehives products

 Attracting new potential consumers through direct contact with the beekeeper

 A form of transmission of information about the life of bees and hive products

 It will push you to consume your own products - prevention in storage

your family's health - this is the way that you will have something to share your

experiance

 Specialization courses - tasting course for honey and other bee products

BENEFITS:

 The beehives air is similar, but better than the air baths (saline, mountain, marine,….)

due to its spontaneous efficacy because it represents naturally enriched aerosols

with bee molecules and particles, obtained by moving the wings of bees.



BEEHIVES AIR - is obtained with the Api-air device, which makes it possible to 

conduct the hive air to the inhalation mask or by direct inhalation from a hive air 

in the room. It can be inhaled both by healthy people (athletes - increased lung 

capacity and endurance) and by peoples with respiratory problems. 

Personal experience: 

 For cold - inhalation time 20-30 minutes 

 For asthma depends on the patient, if he is very allergic we start from 10 

minutes a day, and in time it can reach on 30 minutes a day, but not more 

than 30 minutes on the hive (along with individualized bee mixture, with 

queen larvae and  chewed at least 3 teaspoons / day of wax from queen 

caps)

 Fatigue, headache - inhalation time 30 minutes

 lung cancer - this is a very interesting issue, - lung cancer means fear of 

death, and bee therapy means defeat of fear of stinging (death). 

Here the therapy is more complex and individual and need to

be followed by a medical doctor specialized in Apitherapy. 

BENEFITS OF BEEHIVES HOUSE 



Our experience after 12 years of using Propolair

 Decreases contagiousness, duration and severity respiratory 

infectious diseases

 Reduces absenteeism in kindergartens due to respiratory 

diseases by at least 50%, and children have made light and 

short-lived forms

 In athletes - increases lung capacity and endurance

 The introduction of individualized bee mixtures in addition to 

the propolated air led to the protection of the respiratory 
system - by PREVENTION 



Hives used for beehive air

 Hives used in Api-therapy should be helped with soft 

treatments, such as ZEOLITE-Clinoptilolite or ESSENTIAL 

OILS or other soft treatments that positively influence the health 

of the bee and implicitly the products of the hive

 The combination of: zeolite, essential oils, probiotics and algae 

comes with huge benefits in maintaining bee health:

much smaller no of varroa inside of the beehive

 Low humidity - microclimate unbeneficial to the development of 

pathogens - decreases the number of nosema spores

 Captures pesticides, insecticides and other substances which 

affects immunity of bees

 Increases the production of bee products, if harvested

Wax without impurities that will positively influence

the health of the beehives 



Build a beehives house – on functional principles

Help the bees with gentle treatments

Produce clean beehives products in a healthy apiary

Enjoy your healthy life !
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